Suggested Guidelines for Fire Service Working Group Information
For SCFDA

These are the suggested Guidelines for the SCFDA Representative to the Fire Service Working Group:

1. The Representative of the SCFDA to the FSWG is representing all SCFDA members, and should approach issues and that representation with that in mind at FSWG meetings.

2. Provide, in writing, updates of the Silver Plan, or amendments thereto, that are to be financed by Measure G, as such updates become available.

3. Provide, in writing, a monthly update, that contains the following:
   - List of “running open items” with a summary on discussions or actions taken on each item to help our members choose to seek more information if needed.
   - Summary information on any discussion surrounding Measure G.
   - Update summary information on proposed consolidations as viewed or discussed by the FSWG.
   - Any and all other information from the meetings that should reasonably be considered important to the SCFDA members.

4. The Representative shall be elected by one vote from each Fire District and the term of service shall be one year, with a second year option at the approval of the SCFDA membership. (This remains the same and can be amended at a later time. This allows the new representative time to acquire a feel for the position without locking that person in for 2 years)